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building the north temple aqueduct the rapid growth of salt lake city
between 1880 and 1930 strained the citys
cites culinary water resources be
tween 1880 and 1931 reservoirs to supply additional water from big
cottonwood emigration and parley canyons were constructed aqueducts initially brought water for city use and later for private home consumption this scene looks west between west temple and first west
courtesy utah state historical society city engineers collection 1924
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cooperation conflict and compromise
women men and the environment in
salt lake city 1890 1930
through efforts that crossed religious political
salt lake city citizens realized some success
acrid air andpromoting
and promoting a city beautiful
thomas
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and gender lines
in clearing their
and functional
andfunctional

alexander

when the mormon pioneers planned salt lake city they
expected to live in a garden plot city of wide streets comfortable
homes and flourishing vegetation watered by streams flowing
down the sides of the roads and emptying into the lower jordan
river which would serve as a natural sewage treatment facility
As the city grew businesses and laborers constructed improvements in 1889 just two years after richmond virginia inaugurated the nations first electric streetcar system the salt lake rapid
transit company previously a mule drawn system installed an
electric railway between 1888 and 1931
193
1951 the city negotiated a
series of exchange agreements and purchases and workers built
reservoirs to supply additional water from emigration parleys
and big cottonwood canyons 2
by 1890 the city had set aside land for parks for the health
and recreation of the people and like most other cities had
attempted to reconstruct in an urban setting something of the
natural world the parks included liberty park between ninth
and thirteenth south and fifth and seventh east purchased
from brigham youngs estate in 1881 pioneer park bounded by
third and fourth south and third and fourth west where the
mormons had established their first fort washington square
cormons
the site of the city and county building and a nature park in
city creek canyon 3
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nevertheless the pains of rapid growth began to take their
toll population increased 116 percent between 1880 and 1890
from 20800 to 44800 the cost of city lots doubled between 1886
and 1891 between 1890 and 1930 the addition of nearly 100000
more people strained the citys
cites amenities and services although
the city had constructed water mains and a settling tank in city
creek canyon by 1884 the existing system generally fed municipal hydrants and many people still drew their culinary water from
open ditches or wells sharing the shame with stockton and
kansas city salt lakes streets in 1880 were rated among the dirtiest in the west and in inclement weather the people sloshed
through mud and filth from home to business to church 4 the citizens suffered from recurrent epidemics of typhoid fever flushed
into the homes and businesses from open vaulted privies and they
contracted smallpox and tuberculosis due to inadequate vaccination and sanitation in an initial effort contractors in 1890 laid
sewer pipe along a pitiful 5 miles of salt lakes 275 miles of streets
in a district bounded by north temple second east fourth south
and first west had the three year old chamber of commerce not
nems
news
lobbied aggressively for this rudimentary system the deseret
deseretnews
believed the property owners would have defeated even this
inauspicious start 5
the people of salt lake drank their polluted water while
breathing acrid smoke with the completion of the transcontinental railroad in 1869 utah became one of the nations most active
mining centers and by 1919 salt lake valley had become the
largest smelter district in north america these sm
smelters
elters added
shelters
fames to the coal generated smoke
their disgusting and unhealthy fumes
from railroads homes and businesses all of these noxious vapors
turned salt lake city into a sinkhole that rivaled pittsburgh cincinnati chicago and st louis in airborne filth 6
into this mixture of mud disease and fumes strode groups
of women and men who loved their city and who were inspired by
their belief in progress and uplift beginning in 1906 they battled
like saints at armageddon to vanquish these devilish environmenprogress ives throughout the united states
tal problems As did progressives
many of these generally middle and upper middle class citizens
believed in the ideals of the city beautiful movement inspired by
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the prospect of changing cities into beautiful and livable urban
paradises these people adopted a set of notions based on the landscape and urban planning theories of frederick law olmsted the
designer of new york citys
ohnsted thought the concites central park olmsted
st
of parks and boulevards in a setting of competent urban
struction
planning could enhance the quality of life for city people while
increasing the value of urban property others believed in the city
functional and paid less attention to aesthetics than to the practical needs of an urban population 7

organizational developments
other american cities people in salt lake responded to
the large number of problems by organizing into voluntary associations some of which attacked the environmental problems 8 the
oldest of these associations organized in 1877 bore the unlikely
mormons
name of ladies literary club its founders cormons
mons protestants
Mor
and catholics included georgia snow one of utahs first female
attorneys eliza kirtley royle tina R jones cornelia paddock
helena gorlinski sarah ann cook and vilate young a daughter of
brigham young and miriam works the club leaders organized a
number of committees or sections to cater to the varied interests
of its members 9 perceiving the citys
enviromnent as an extension of
cites environment
their homes and working through their sections some of the
women began to agitate for improvement of salt lake citys
cites physical environment
other organizations joined in the efforts of these public spirited
women in 1887 salt lakes male business and political leaders
organized the chamber of commerce as a blanket organization to
focus on common interests 10 this step heralded change in utah
utahna had suffered through batduring the nineteenth century utahns
mormons and gentiles over religion politics and
tles between cormons
economic development by 1887 territorial governor caleb W
west and others had come to regret that these religious conflicts
had ripped the fabric of utahs community and retarded its economic growth after consulting with a number of leading business
political and religious leaders in april 1887 west called a group
of men together to attack this problem in organizing the chamber
As in
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the members adopted a rule that banished politics and religion
from its activities republican democrat or socialist mormon
protestant catholic or jew all were equal in the chamber of
commerce the founding members included the chambers first
president william S mccornick a prominent gentile banker
heber J grant mormon businessman and member of the council
of the twelve patrick H lannan publisher of the anti mormon
salt lake tribune prominent mormon businessmen such as james
sharp and heber M wells and apostates such as james R walker
and henry W lawrence I I
As the men organized their efforts through the chamber of
commerce womens clubs which had proliferated in the early
1890s began to recognize the importance of coordinating their
activities an umbrella organization the utah federation of wom1893 by women
ens clubs was organized in salt lake city in april 1895
from salt lake provo and ogden 12
by 1912 a bumper crop of womens clubs in salt lake city led
to the organization of the salt lake council of women to correlate
women the salt lake council of
the activities of the various club
clubwoman
clubwomen
women organized standing committees to investigate and act on
questions of importance concerning libraries parks girl scouts
public health city beautification smoke pollution womens legislation and social welfare 13
all of these organizational developments fit into a context of
change and optimism characteristic of the gilded age and progressive period of late nineteenth and early twentieth century america
inspired by commission governments in galveston texas and des
moines iowa where citizens had modeled their administrations
after the business corporation many americans thought they had
found a path away from the corrupting influence of political parties
to an eden of efficiency in the commission system each commissioner supervised and accepted responsibility for a set of municipal
departments apostles of the gospel of efficiency believed that by
banishing partisanship they could achieve a quality of life and civic
harmony unprecedented in human history 14
in salt lake city however the people faced added challenges
since they had painted partisanship with the passionate hues of
religion for a decade prior to 1903 utahns
utahna had managed with
11
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cormons
some success to suppress religious partisanship as mormons
Mor mons
protestants catholics and jews left the religiously oriented parties
of the nineteenth century to join the national republicans and
democrats 15 after the state legislature elected LDS apostle reed
smoot as united states senator in 1903 however a group of non
mormons tried to persuade the senate to expel him the group
cormons
charged that smoot and other leaders of the LDS church dictated
both in religious and political matters and that they had encouraged the continued practice of polygamy 16 in 1904 a group of
these protesters under the leadership of judge john A street and
attorney parley L williams organized the american party which
captured control of salt lake citys
cites government under mayors
ezra thompson and john S bransford the american party governed salt lake city from 1905 through 19 11
II 17
in the face of this religious bigotry people in salt lake still
continued to dream of a civic paradise in march 1906 after the
american party took power a group of like minded citizens met
together to organize the civic improvement league and in the
mormons and gentiles democrats
process to demonstrate that cormons
republicans and americans and women and men could work
together on social cultural and environmental matters 18 improvement league members included susa young gates a republican
mormon womens leader and daughter of brigham and lucy
bigelow young william H king a mormon democrat and former
congressman orlando W powers a protestant democrat and former federal judge bishop franklin S spalding of the episcopal
church frank B stephens former city attorney and the first president of the league prominent gentile american party stalwart
W mont ferry and republican businessman and salt lake stake
president nephi L morris improvement league members and like
minded people from throughout the state got the legislature to
pass enabling legislation and in the 1911 elections a new nonpartisan city commission dominated by local businessmen wrested
control from the american party 19

city beautiful movement
league fought for a commission government they also battled to improve the citys
cites physical environment
As the improvement
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disgusted with the muddy streets in 1906 they began to agitate
for increased paving they favored macadam a compacted conglomerate of gravel bound with asphalt or cement instead of
asphalt alone they also asked for changes in the sewer ordinances apparently so the city could lay more pipe over the objections of abutting property owners at the same time they began a
campaign for city beautification and cleanup 20
inspired by the potential effectiveness of voluntary organizations people from all quarters of the city organized to refurbish
their neighborhoods from the west side the east bench riverside sugarhouse the liberty stake and the third ward men and
women organized associations variously called improvement or
betterment leagues these leagues lobbied for cleanup beautification paving parks and sewers in their vicinity often they supported one another in promoting citywide campaigns
explicitly adopting the city beautiful slogan the improvement league urged the mayor and council and after 1911 the city
commission to remake the city into a beautiful and functionally
planned urban place in april 1906 mayor ezra thompson and the
improvement league jointly announced plans to convert a number
of salt lakes streets into beautifully landscaped boulevards by
paving them with macadam by planting parks in the median
strips and by abutting the streets with curbing unfortunately in
this early effort the city did not test the batches of macadam for
durability before approving their use the material soon proved to
be of poor quality and the streets rapidly broke up and fell apart
under the pounding of weather and traffic 21
undaunted by this setback representatives of mens and
womens organizations continued to agitate for city beautification
in april 1911 while the city remained in the control of the american party anna margaret E beless a native of fountain green in
sanpete county and president of the seekers literary club and the
utah federation of womens clubs 22 persuaded george Y wallace
of the city council to support the employment of a landscape
artist of national repute to plan a city beautiful for salt lake city
7723
1123
23
with parks boulevards and public grounds 7123
the proposal to hire an outside consultant failed to attract sufficient support until 1917 but city employees began to plan the city
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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beautiful under prodding from mens and womens organizations
in april 1912 in the second meeting after its inauguration the salt
lake council of women set up two committees to work on city
beautification elizabeth M cohen a new york native who had
moved to utah in the 1880s the president of the womens civic
club and later state commissioner of indian pensions chaired the
committee to abolish billboards anna FE beless chaired the committee on beautification 24 although they struck out in their attempt
to regulate billboards the women succeeded in promoting voluntary campaigns to clean up vacant lots and school grounds and
their labors led eventually to a citywide beautification movement 25
cleanup campaigns the first citywide cleanup campaign
since the efforts of the civic improvement league nearly a decade
earlier seems to have taken place in 1912 under the auspices of the
salt lake council of women in planning the cleanup the club
women approached the city commissioners who agreed to clean
and repair streets if the women would promote the cleanup of private property continuing the cleanup campaigns from year to
year the city government in 1915
1913 worked with the assistance of
the salt lake council of women the city board of health the
association of realtors the chamber of commerce and the local
spear headed the
schools both anna beless and elizabeth cohen spearheaded
work for the womens clubs 26 in 1914 the chamber of commerce
appointed a clean up and paint up committee to promote the
annual city cleanup 27 similar cleanup campaigns continued through

the 1920s

the ash can and garbage can evil

more serious than
the annual cleanup campaigns was the attempt to address the
perennial problem of filth produced by unemptied and uncovered
garbage and ash cans a condition some people began to call the
ash can and garbage can evil As early as 1916 women in salt
lake city like women in other cities throughout the nation had
begun to complain about uncovered garbage cans 28 trying to put
off the determined women chief of police B E grant said that
compelling people to cover their garbage cans would work a
7729
1129
29
hardship on some 7129
by the early 1920s however city officials had
come to believe that covered garbage cans were an absolute necessity for public health that accomplished the salt lake council
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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of women began to agitate to get the city to transport the garbage
Widtsoe daughin covered vehicles as well 30 leah eudora dunford widtsoe
Widtsoe led the fight
ter of susa young gates and wife of john A widtsoe
against the garbage can evil in the 1920s for the salt lake council
of women 31
by the 1920s the city had a rudimentary system for garbage
disposal in 1922 using one covered nonleakable garbage wagon
and anticipating the purchase of six more the city transported edible garbage to local animal feed companies householders had to
segregate their garbage into edible and nonedible units the city
considered incineration of garbage too expensive at the time but
fin in
they developed a system for using the nonedible waste as fill
road construction 32
that the salt lake city government believed it could dispose
of the ashes and garbage for 140000 people with just one or even
seven garbage wagons seems incredible needless to say the system broke down quite rapidly in 1926 an investigation for the
chamber of commerce chaired by ben FE redman owner of a
moving and storage company showed that garbage and ash cans
often remained on the streets for days at a time accidents and mischief scattered garbage and ashes along the streets contributing to
filth ugliness and disease 33
the pest problem the garbage and ash can evil was only a
part of a much larger problem of ridding the city of filth and pests
including rats and flies in 1914 and 1915 the city tried to exterminate these disease bearers by offering bounties to children who
turned them in offering ten cents for each dead rat delivered to
the board of health and ten cents per hundred flies the city appropriated 1000 hoping to make a major dent in the vermin population 34 the fly eradication program failed to dent the insect
population and although efforts at rat extermination continued
into the 1920s without the bounties it also failed to achieve lasting success
apparently the children of salt lake city proved somewhat
antifly campaign than a similar group
more public spirited in the antiely
at worcester massachusetts in worcester when the city offered
a bounty for flies some child entrepreneurs went into the fly
breeding business raising the insects in their homes presumably
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/2
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on rotting food they collected the adult flies in bottles and
cleaned up on the bounties in contrast salt lake children organized clean town clubs in each school district subdividing themselves into squads responsible for exterminating vermin in their
neighborhoods

31
35

promoting the city cleaning up the town disposing of
garbage and eradicating rats and flies fit in well with one of the
goals of the mens organizations to promote the city as a destination for business and tourists knowledgeable observers predicted
that at least a half million sightseers would pass through the city
between 1912 and the panama pacific international exposition
planned for san francisco in 1915 early in 1912 the same year
that the salt lake council of women started their cleanup camcommences
Com merces publicity bureau approached
paign the chamber of commerces
the city commission about undertaking a city beautiful contest
they offered a total of 650 in prizes for the beautification of residences and vacant lots throughout the city 36

city planning and urban improvement
As early as 1912 the city had begun to draft plans for urban

improvement 37 following on the heels of these efforts by the
womens and mens organizations in november 1913 in a reform
similar to those in cities such as washington DC new york city
boston cleveland detroit los angeles and st paul the salt lake
city commission organized the civic planning and art commission to coordinate efforts to create a city beautiful by proposing
and implementing a twenty year improvement plan to beautify the
city with boulevards parks playgrounds street parking and
cleanup the founding members of the commission were mayor
samuel G park a salt lake jeweler william H bennett manager
of ZCMI george EF goodwin a local attorney maude smith
gorham president of the utah federation of womens clubs
albert owen treganza one of the citys
cites most creative architects
andj
and
andaJ leo fairbanks a painter and sculptor of considerable regional
31
commences
Com
merces
reputation 38
fairbanks who chaired the chamber of commerces
civic improvement department served as the commissions executive secretary 39
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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although the women failed in their attempts to control the
proliferation of billboards the planning commission the chamber
commences
Com merces civic improvement department the salt lake
of commerces
council of women and various voluntary organizations lobbied
throughout the first decades of the twentieth century for urban
beautification and improvement they sought among other things
to pave streets to lay water mains and sewers to construct curbs
and gutters to improve urban lighting
fighting to cover exposed canals to
repair eagle gate to protect and plant trees and flowers to clean
trash from streets and lots and to revegetate the citys
cites watersheds
in april 1914 after the appointment of the planning commission superintendent of parks nicholas byhower renewed the
proposal to designate certain streets as boulevards the first designations included city creek from 2nd
and avenue and 11
th avenue to
lith
the junction of city creek and 2nd
and avenue lith avenue from
B street east to federal heights 13th
15th east from south temple to
12th south and 12th south from 13th east to main street 40 byhower
recommended that the city commission pave light and landscape
the boulevards that they induce the property owners to follow a
uniform system of streetside landscaping and that they authorize
the department of parks and public property to regulate planting
and maintenance along the boulevards 41
consultants and experts many cities influenced by the
city beautiful movement hired outside consultants to plan their
park and boulevard systems salt lake followed suit in may 1917
edward M ashton of the planning commission attended the national conference on city planning where he met with george E
kessler of st louis kessler who had studied in europe and worked
on the design of european cities had designed parks and boule41
vards in new york kansas city denver and dallas 42
after spending the week of december 15 1917 in salt lake city and
returning again in may 1918 kessler proposed a plan and recommendations
mendat ions for the city which the planning commission presented
to the city commission 43
Kess
just what influence kesslers
kesslere
lers 1918 proposals had on the citys
cites
subsequent growth is unclear since planning and improvement had
already begun in 1914 currently available records seem to indicate
however that the city did not adopt comprehensive citywide plans
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/2
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until 1927 under the direction of city engineer sylvester Q cannon
his successor harry C jensen and the planning commission 44 cannon a son of elizabeth hoagland and george Q cannon had graduated from the massachusetts institute of technology he served in
1915 until his call as presiding bishop of
the post of city engineer in 1913
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints in october 1925
As in many other cities the salt lake city engineer became a significant player in the development of conscious urban planning 45
during the 1920s cannon and fairbanks took pains to
emphasize the need for planning in 1924 after returning from the
national conference on city planning in los angeles for instance
cannon filed a report with the city commission urging them to
adopt a comprehensive plan for the entire city the plan should
pay particular attention to major streets and thoroughfares the
eliminating of railroad grade crossings and the compulsory filing of
plats of subdivisions by the fall of the following year just as cannon was preparing to leave to take up his call as presiding bishop
of the LDS church the planning commission had begun to adopt
41
zoning regulations for various sections of the city 46
to what degree cannon believed in the city beautiful movement and to what degree he saw himself as promoting the city
functional is unclear the two movements were not entirely compatible though some planners like george kessler championed
both best known for his efforts at improving the citys
cites water supply
constructing sewers facilitating the citys
cites smoke abatement program and protecting and revegetating the citys
cites watersheds which
had been badly fouled and overgrazed
overgrazed by sheep cannon worked
vigorously for comprehensive city planning
street improvements with the inauguration of commission government and prodding from the voluntary organizations
byhowers
the city had begun paving in earnest in 1914 nicholas By
howers
proposed boulevard plans only scratched the surface fighting an
unsuccessful holding action against street improvements that
threatened to undermine their business representatives of the salt
lake street railway company tried to stop the state legislature from
passing a bill to remove a limit on cities to pave no more than three
miles of street per year after the legislature had passed the bill
however utahs conservative governor william spry offered the
17
street railway company a temporary victory by vetoing the act 47
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paving B avenue salt lake city although an early attempt to pave city
streets failed community leaders including members of womens and
mens voluntary associations remained undaunted in their attempts to
proceed with the beautification of the city finally in 1914 the city
bagain
begain paving the streets including this one west of the cathedral of
the madeleine the viewer is looking south courtesy utah state historical society

salt lake seems to have short circuited the limitation through
the passage of a municipal improvement bond in early 1914 and the
city undertook an unprecedented campaign of paving and improvement virtually every week during 1914 one of the local civic improvement leagues groups of neighbors or individuals appeared
provement
before the city commission to lobby for new streets curbs gutters
and sewer and water hookups few went home emptyhanded
empty handed 48
parks playgrounds and recreational facilities one of
the major features of the city beautiful movement was the designation and beautification of parks and playgrounds under the
influence of the improvement league the city government estab19
lished a park board in january 1908 49
in december 1909 much
like citizens in ninety other cities around the country a group of men
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/2
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and women met at the home of corinne T and clarence E alien
ailen
allen
to organize a parks and playgrounds association with a religiously
bi
zigender board of control consisting of george Y walbigender
mixed and gender
lace kate williams john E dooley russell L tracy and willard
51
young 50
in spite of its mixed gender membership the parks and
playground association joined the utah federation of womens
clubs in june 1911 51
in this spirit various organizations pressured the city to improve existing playgrounds and to open new facilities lobbying by
womens groups convinced the city government to agree to open
what may have been the citys
cites first designated public playground
for children in 1910 52 byhower oversaw
oversad improvements in the playgrounds at liberty and pioneer parks especially during 1912 53
in february 1914 the free playground society leased to the city

pioneer park salt lake city one of the major thrusts of the city beautiful movement was the designation and beautification of parks and
playgrounds this playground along with the one at liberty park was
significantly enhanced in 1912 under the direction of superintendent of
parks nicholas byhower courtesy utah state historical society
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 1995
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land at 2nd
and south between 2nd
and and 3rd
ard east for a childrens
14
playground 54
the womens clubs lobbied for improvements on
school playgrounds in december 1915 the chamber of commerce appointed a committee to investigate the need for more
51
public playgrounds and parks 55
at the same time various organizations lobbied for adult
recreation in 1914 the chamber of commerce field sports committee under R J armstrong endorsed a plan for a municipally
owned golf course the committee members called on commissioner heber M wells urging the city to support the plan they
recognized that some opposition might arise from members of the
country club but since only the wealthy could afford country club
membership armstrongs committee saw the municipal course as
a means of introducing people rich and poor alike
to a most
1156
56
healthful outdoor exercise 2156
apparently fearful of reducing membership in the country club and believing that other public
improvements ought to take precedence the chambers board of
governors undercut the efforts of the field sports committee by
17
refusing to support the project 57
not until 1922 when the LDS churchs
churche presiding bishop
charles W nibley donated the land for nibley park stretching
south and west from twenty seventh south and seventh east did
the city open a municipal golf course born in scotland nibley
believed that this generation and the generations of men and
women yet to come shall find healthful enjoyment and rare pleasure here in playing that splendid outdoor scotch game
that
thought he said gives me the highest satisfaction and most genuine pleasure 115858
while the men worked for construction of a city golf course
the women pressed for the designation and landscaping of more
parks perhaps their most successful venture was the purchase and
creation of lindsey gardens between ath
7th and 1lith avenues and M
and N streets in february 1921 the salt lake council of women
appointed a committee chaired by kate may erskine hurd a latter
19
day saint of british descent to lobby for the park 59
collecting
names on petitions and reminding the city commission that the
north bench had no parks the women urged favorable action on
the proposal 60

ith
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like the field sports committee they failed at first the
united states and with it utah had sunk into a depression in 1919
that continued well into 1922 and the city fell into such financial
stress that it could not afford to purchase land for the park 61 hurd
and her supporters refused to give up and when better times
returned in 1923 they again renewed their petition for lindsey
gardens park 62 in early may the auerbach estate which owned
the land agreed to lease lindsey gardens to the city for seven
years in the bargain residents from the east bench agreed to pay
half the lease cost and the city commission agreed to pick up the
remainder 63 in 1928 largely through hurds continued efforts
the city purchased the park from the auerbach estate for 15000
and they retained the name lindsey park in memory of mark lindsey whose family had previously owned the property 64 on may 1
1934 club members honored hurd for twelve years of work in
promoting lindsey gardens they planted a european linden tree
in her honor and formally presented a sundial for the park to city
15
commissioner harold B lee 65
poli
poillution
pollution
PoIl
lution
air poll

perhaps the leading problem for which the city managed to
offer only a partial solution was the pollution of the air that salt
66
citizens
breathe
had
although in 1890 the city
to
lake citys
cites
council had passed an ordinance to regulate the burning of soft
17
As the farmers of cencoal the ordinance was seldom enforced 67
sm
smelters
tral salt lake county entered suits against the shelters
elters some
observers believed that smelter smoke had damaged foliage in lib61
erty park and the surrounding residential areas 68
in 1908 mayor
john bransford who had earned a fortune in mining at park city
suggested that smoke reduction presented one of the citys
cites most
pressing needs 69
smoke abatement unlike the national antismoke movement which was dominated by women in salt lake city both men
and women fought against what george H dem
dern a nebraska native
who had moved to utah to manage mining and milling properties
and who eventually became the states governor called the smoke
1170
70
ilves and property of the people 1770
fives
lives
nuisance that threatened the bives
11
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all groups urged the city to determine the sources of the pollution
and eliminate them 71 in 1912 the worst polluters seemed to be
71
apartment houses 72
from 1910 to 1920 leaders in the smoke
abatement movement included lucy M blanchard corrine T
adams and anna E beless of the salt lake council of women and
george H dern frank W jennings an insurance agent and charles W fifield a special agent for an oil company who represented
the chamber of commerce
by february 1914 the pressure by women and men led the
city commission to pass an ordinance modeled after those in force
in other cities 73 instead of trying to get businesses to turn to alternative fuels like coke or anthracite coal the city required businesses to obtain permits to install efficient furnaces and to train
71
unfortunately
their employees to operate the furnaces properly 74
even though perhaps 65 percent of the pollution came from private
residences the ordinance did not regulate home furnaces the city
appointed salt lake native george W snow a son of federal disZerub babel snow and mary augusta hawkins and a gradtrict judge zerubbabel
uate of the university of utah and lafayette college as head of the
department of mechanical inspection to enforce the ordinance
active not only in the enforcement and engineering aspects of the
smoke problem snow lobbied for public support for better
enforcement by talking to womens clubs and the chamber of commerce about the activities of his department 75 his first report in
1915 showed considerable progress in getting businesses to rebuild
71
or replace their furnaces so they burned fuel more efficiently 76
some conservative people feared for the economic consequences of regulating smoke pollution duncan macvichie a minsm elters produced too much wealth
smelters
ing engineer argued that the shelters
smelters
elters against charges of pollution
to ignore and he defended the sm
shelters
equivocating on the matter like many a politician nonpartisan or
not mayor samuel park favored smoke abatement but deplored
the attack on the smelter industry and radical action 77 nevertheless because of the support of george dern and frank jennings
the board of governors for the chamber of commerce endorsed the ordinance and recommended a larger salary for the
chief inspector 78 dern also got the chamber to urge the public
schools to teach classes on the dangers of air pollution 79
781
711
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the monnett plan

leaving no stone unturned in his effort
to solve the smoke pollution problem dern as a member of the
state legislature proposed legislation in 1914 to set up a cooperative research program in which the state the city and the united
states bureau of mines would investigate the smoke problem 80
he failed at the time but in 1919 the city the bureau of mines and
the university of utah undertook a research arrangement in part
through the influence of utah senator reed smoot and the well
connected sylvester cannon under this arrangement osborn
monnett fuel engineer for the bureau of mines conducted extensive research and completed a report in 1919 and 1920 in this
cooperative effort 2000 members of the salt lake council of
women conducted a house to house survey of the city to determine the types of furnaces and fuels used by the people 81
monnett thought that an expenditure of 15000 per year for
two years would largely rid the city of the smoke trouble subsequent events would show that he woefully underestimated the
cost and the time needed to control air pollution
As optimistic progressives
progress ives the salt lake council of women
and the chamber of commerce took the lead in a smoke abatement campaign that included among others the rotary club the
boy scouts the realtors association and school children in 1920
george D keyser manager of an insurance company and head of
commences
commerces
merces smokeless city committee urged the
the chamber of Com
salt lake council of women to help in pressuring the city commission to adopt the monnett plan 82 the realtors association in
a campaign doubtless inspired by the meatless fridays of world
1113
83
war 1I urged the people to observe smokeless fridays 1183
in november 1921 under the leadership of emily L traub merrill
whose husband joseph FE merrill headed the university of utahs
college of mines the salt lake council of women questioned
each candidate for the city commission to learn their views on
eliminating smoke pollution and on other issues 84
monnetts
Mon
netts plan in january 1921
the city began to implement bonnetts
under a new ordinance that also regulated residential heating
throughout the year officials and leaders campaigned to gain support for smoke abatement the city appointed a citizens committee to help plan for action the committee included leah dunford
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/2
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Widtsoe
widtsoe joseph EF merrill george D keyser mining and newspaper
magnate thomas FE kearns ben redman lafayette hanchett a
local attorney and george N childs the city school superintendent 85 men and women spoke to the city commission and to various city groups mayor C clarence neslen commissioner albert
H crabbe george D keyser lewis J seckles engineer for the city
schools george N childs joseph EF merrill sylvester Q cannon
city engineer helen sanford and lulu kipp of the ladies literary
club leah D widtsoe and emily T merrill of the salt lake council of women and hiram W clark who had replaced george snow
as inspector in the mechanical department carried the message to
16
86
Mon
groups
monnetts
various
netts continued monitoring showed that a
bonnetts
year of effort had reduced smoke from commercial sources by 50
percent during 1921
1921 one hundred businesses had overhauled
their heating plants and the city had begun urging householders
to rebuild or replace their furnaces 87
campaigns requiring this commitment of energy are very difficult to sustain and by march 1922 the city commission had
begun to retreat apparently in the face of homeowner resistance
and the mounting cost of enforcement still concerned about these
conditions george keyser and osborn monnett together with the
salt lake council of women through its spokesperson mrs corrine T adams continued to press the city commission to get down
to the business of eliminating smoke 88 on march 31 the ladies
literary club appointed a committee of dora M peak libbie A
miller and edna B dayton to meet with the commissioners to call
on them to appropriate more money to carry on the work of
19
fighting the smoke 89
this sort of citizen pressure renewed the commissions
resolve and throughout the remainder of 1922 and 1923 the city
stepped up its pollution abatement program in december 1922
cannon reported that most businesses had rebuilt their heating
plants voluntarily but he also recommended that the city take legal
action against several companies who refused to cooperate 90 in january 1923 the city approved prosecutions of a hotel and an apartment complex that refused to take steps to reform 91
on july 10 1924 sylvester cannon reported to the city commission on the status of the program in the three and a half years
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since the implementation of the monnett report industrial and
commercial plants had reduced their smoke output by 93 percent
railroad locomotives had reduced their production by an indeterminate but considerable amount but homes had reduced their
smoke only somewhat all improvements had resulted principally from the remodeling of furnaces at the same time the companies showed a lower cost in their heating bills from the
91
increased efficiency 92
unfortunately the ringleman chart used as
a measurement device allowed only gross estimates for mobile pol
polluters
luters like residences
luters like railroads and small pol
these efforts continued through the remainder of the 1920s
in 1925 J cecil alter who headed the weather bureau in salt lake
and who wrote several reports on the effects of smoke pollution
commerces
assumed the chair of the chamber of commences
Commerces smokeless city
committee 93 cannon became the chair of the committee in 1927
91
after his call as presiding bishop 94
under cannons direction the chamber organized educators
boy scouts railroads and various other interests into subcommit91
tees to promote the smoke abatement work 95
still concerned
about the general failure to reach householders in 1927 the smokeless city committee printed cards which they sent out with utah
power and light company bills with information on how to operate
91
home furnaces to avoid excessive smoke 96
in 1927 the members of
the chamber also induced the city commission to appropriate
18000 to permit five full time and several part time inspectors to
investigate smoke pollution originating from private residences 97
unfortunately between 1927 and 1929 the city had hit
against a political and technological wall virtually all businesses
and railroads had redesigned their furnaces or installed new equipment and city engineer harry C jessen who had replaced cannon reported that about 75 percent of the smoke during the
192526
1925 26 season came from residential sources most of the remainder came from mobile sources particularly railroad engines
jessen urged the city to adopt no half way measures apparently
meaning that they should vigorously enforce the regulations
against the pollution generated by peoples homes 98
the city attempted to enforce the ordinance against householders during 1928 but that proved extremely difficult and apparently
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because of the political and economic cost of securing compliance
lii
iu
they cut the budget for smoke inspection responding to this ill
advised loss of will
win sylvester cannon sent his resignation to the
commerces
Commerces board of governors citing the lack of
chamber of commences
cooperation on the part of the city commission in the enforcement
of the smoke abatement program particularly in the residential sections apparently horrified at the prospect of the presiding bishop
of the LDS church resigning in protest the board refused to accept
the resignation sending instead a representative to plead with the
commission to increase the appropriation to enforce the smoke
abatement ordinance by late january 1929 the commission had
met with cannon and agreed to hire an extra inspector and the presiding bishop agreed to remain as committee chair 99

looking east on south temple brigham street although the city tried
extensively to eliminate air pollution at the turn of the century its efforts
were relatively unsuccessful air pollution continued to destroy property
create serious health problems and negatively impact the aesthetic
appearance of the valley courtesy harold B lee library archives
brigham young university george beard photographer ca early 1900s
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unfortunately the city seemed to have reached the limit of its
capability under the monnett plan further reduction in smoke
actions 100 1 the city would
pollution had to await one of three actions100
have to regulate residential heating more effectively 2 the coal
industry the bureau of mines and the university of utah school of
mines would have to discover ways of processing coal to remove
the volatile elements that produced the pollution or 3 householders would have to adopt new heating technology
in practice the people of salt lake tried all three approaches
researchers searched for a smokeless coal during the 1920s and
01 moreover
after a period of relative inaction during the
1930s 1loi
great depression of the 1930s the city adopted new ordinances in
1941 and 1946 that regulated residential users more effectively 102
new technologies eventually gave the city a reprieve that
lasted until recent years when industrial and automobile pollution
overwhelmed the entire wasatch front region during world war
11
II in a technological change proposed as early as 1927 many resistokers which burned oiled slack much
dences began installing smokers
more efficiently than the lump coal burned in the older fur101
naces 103
finally beginning in the 1930s and continuing at an accel11 most residences installed natural gas
erated rate after world war II
furnaces which virtually eliminated residential heating as a major
source of air pollution
0O

conclusions now what does AH
all
ali
ail of this mean
different historians may find different meanings in the story
of the activities of women and men in attacking environmental
problems in salt lake city during the forty year period from 1890
to 1930 several points however seem most important to me
first in spite of the efforts of groups of generally solid and
often well connected people from middle and upper middle class
backgrounds the citizens could not accomplish all that they set
out to do
clearly salt lake city was a much more livable place in 1930
than in 1890 when filth disease and air pollution assaulted the
citizens health and comfort nevertheless it was not paradise
in spite of the pressure from environmentally conscious women
and men the city fell woefully short of success in such areas as
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/byusq/vol35/iss1/2
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collecting garbage and eradicating vermin such as rats and flies
moreover air pollution still destroyed property and created serious
health and aesthetic hazards for the people
on the other hand improvement took place because middle
class and upper middle class men and women committed themselves to the city beautiful and city functional movements they
achieved no civic eden but they did realize short range and partial
successes in solving some problems like providing parks golf
courses water supplies sewers and street improvements and in
clearing the air of some pollution certainly the people benefited
from the beautiful streets with parks in the center lanes from the
addition of nibley park golf course and from the beautiful and
functional lindsey gardens park
leam anything from their experience it
nevertheless if we learn
ought to be that even our successes will provide only short term solutions to some problems moreover we may fail completely in solving
stiff we can make our lives
some of the problems we try to address still
hives
ilves of people in our communities better if we offer soluand the lives
tions to serious problems and insist on their implementation
at the same time the salt lake city experience can teach us
something about the way in which women and men can work
together and separately for common goals all too often we find in
our society a knee jerk opposition by men to women they choose
feminazis
nazis and similar antagonism by
to label radical feminists or femi
women to men they choose to label male chauvinist pigs and
conservative patriarchs the women and men of early twentieth
century salt lake city did not seem to have worried about such
labels neither men nor women felt threatened when the other gender led out to address particular environmental problems when
the women proposed to clean up the town the men joined in
while monnett and other men researched the damage done by
industrial smoke the women surveyed the citys
cites residences
men also recognized the women as a potent political and
social force in the city organized into individual clubs like the
ladies literary club and into blanket organizations like the salt
lake council of women the women wielded considerable social
and political power men and women who ran for office had to
reckon with that power as they responded to questions about their
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views on environmental questions both women and men seemed
to take for granted the cooperative and yet independent role that
each could play in achieving the common goal of making salt lake
five we could cercity a more beautiful and functional place to live
tainly learn from their experience
thomas G alexander is lemuel hardison redd
reddjr
jr professor of western american
history at brigham young university he would like to thank sharon S carver and
harvard S heath for their help with the research for this paper the college of
family home and social science at brigham young university for financial support in its preparation and the charles redd family and the charles redd foundation for their support of the center he directed while part of the research was
done and for the chair he now holds this paper was originally presented as the
distinguished faculty lecture at brigham young university on february 16 1994
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